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Simple Summary: Malignant pleural mesothelioma (MPM) is a deadly thoracic malignancy with
limited treatment options. Chemotherapy remains the most widely used first-line treatment for
unresectable MPM but is hampered by drug resistance issues. Small molecule inhibitors and mi-
croRNA mimics have shown promising potential for the treatment of MPM in preclinical studies,
but are yet to be successfully implemented in the clinical setting. Our study aims to provide an
understanding of the molecular mechanism(s) that mediate drug response in MPM. The inhibitor of
apoptosis family member, survivin, has been reported to be over-expressed in MPM and is associated
with drug resistance. Therefore, we particularly focused on determining the cellular mechanism(s)
that contribute to MPM cell response to a survivin small molecule inhibitor, YM155. Our study
provides key information to facilitate a prediction of the potential utility of small molecule inhibitors
and microRNA mimics as treatment options for MPM.

Abstract: Malignant pleural mesothelioma (MPM) is a deadly thoracic malignancy and existing
treatment options are limited. Chemotherapy remains the most widely used first-line treatment
regimen for patients with unresectable MPM, but is hampered by drug resistance issues. The current
study demonstrated a modest enhancement of MPM cell sensitivity to chemotherapy drug treatment
following microRNA (miRNA) transfection in MPM cell lines, albeit not for all tested miRNAs. This
effect was more pronounced for FAK (PND-1186) small molecule inhibitor treatment; consistent
with previously published data. We previously established that MPM response to survivin (YM155)
small molecule inhibitor treatment is unrelated to basal survivin expression. Here, we showed that
MPM response to YM155 treatment is enhanced following miRNA transfection of YM155-resistant
MPM cells. We determined that YM155-resistant MPM cells secrete a higher level of exosomes in
comparison to YM155-sensitive MPM cells. Despite this, an exosome inhibitor (GW4896) did not
enhance MPM cell sensitivity to YM155. Additionally, our study showed no evidence of a correlation
between the mRNA expression of inhibitor of apoptosis (IAP) gene family members and MPM cell
sensitivity to YM155. However, two drug transporter genes, ABCA6 and ABCA10, were upregulated
in the MPM cell lines and correlated with poor sensitivity to YM155.

Keywords: malignant pleural mesothelioma; microRNA; drug response; exosome; survivin; small
molecule inhibitor; chemotherapy drug; inhibitor of apoptosis
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1. Introduction

Malignant pleural mesothelioma (MPM) is an aggressive tumour of the membrane
lining of the lung which is highly related to asbestos exposure. There are limited effective
treatment options available to MPM patients in the clinical setting which consequently
attributes to a poor associated median survival of 12 to 18 months following first-line
chemotherapy treatment with cisplatin and pemetrexed [1,2]. MPM has an extremely poor
prognosis and is inherently chemo-resistant. Only approximately 40% of patients respond
to the current cisplatin and pemetrexed combination regime [3,4]. The acquisition and
maintenance of a chemotherapy-resistant phenotype in MPM represents a major clinical
and scientific challenge in the improvement of current therapeutic strategies. Considering
this, there is an urgent requirement to uncover the driving molecular pathways and how
they are regulated [5]. The exact mechanisms causing drug resistance in MPM are not
completely understood and evidence so far suggest that the mechanisms responsible for
the resistant phenotype of MPM tumours is likely to be multifaceted.

Tumour resistance to chemotherapy drug treatment can partly be attributed to the
tumour microenvironment (TME) protecting the tumour cells against treatment; known
as extrinsic resistance. This extrinsic resistance arises from tumour cells interacting with
their surrounding environment and can cause alterations in gene expression profiles via
the exchange of small RNAs, such as microRNAs (miRNAs) [6–9]. Exosomes are nano-
sized membrane vesicles that constitute an extrinsic constituent of the TME that promote
therapy resistance via the transport of DNA, RNA (including miRNA), lipids and proteins
to recipient tumour cells [10]. Resulting changes in protein expression in the recipient
cells can induce an increase in tumour cell survival and DNA repair [8]. Additionally,
it has been established that exosomes augment resistance to therapy of the donor cells
by reducing intracellular drug concentrations and disposing of pro-apoptotic proteins,
such as caspases [11]. Despite exosome involvement in cell transformation and cancer
progression being well characterised for other cancer types, such as pancreatic, melanoma,
breast and ovarian cancers [12–15], only limited studies have investigated their involve-
ment in mesothelioma progression [16–18]. Furthermore, it has been widely reported that
exosome involvement is a contributing factor to tumour resistance to chemotherapy drug
treatment [10,19,20], however exosome involvement in MPM chemotherapy resistance is
yet to be elucidated.

Survivin is a key member of the inhibitor of apoptosis protein (IAP) family, which
mediates the regulation of both apoptosis and cell division [21]. The IAP family of proteins
function by binding to and impeding the activity of caspases, leading to a suppression
of programmed cell death [22]. Survivin expression is not a typical characteristic of nor-
mal differentiated tissues but is frequently overexpressed in several cancers, including
MPM [21,23–27]; facilitating cancer progression by enabling tumour cells to bypass apop-
totic checkpoints [21]. Given that many anti-tumour agents function via apoptosis activa-
tion, it has been proposed that the high tumour-associated survivin expression contributes
to drug resistance in cancer [28]. Survivin and other IAP family members have been shown
to be over-expressed in mesothelioma and have been suggested to be involved in MPM
tumour resistance to chemotherapy drug treatment [24,25,27,29–31]. This has prompted
researchers to investigate means to inhibit survivin expression in tumour cells, whereby an
enhanced tumour response to chemotherapy agents, such as cisplatin, have been demon-
strated [32]. It has been established that mesothelioma patients that exhibit progressive
disease have high serum levels of survivin, yet the application and efficacy of survivin
small molecule inhibitors (e.g., YM155) as a potential treatment for MPM remains to be
explored [33].

MiRNAs are small non-coding RNAs that play a role in all essential biological path-
ways and consequently, their downregulation or dysfunction have been implicated in the
development and/or progression of cancer, including MPM [5,34]. It has been established
that aberrant miRNA expression is a common occurrence in cancer chemotherapy drug re-
sistance after significant correlations between miRNA expression and potency of anti-cancer
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agents were identified in a diverse panel of 60 human cell lines (NCI-60) [35]. MiRNA
involvement in MPM tumour resistance to chemotherapy treatment has been scarcely
explored, however we have previously determined that a downregulation of tumour sup-
pressor miRNA (e.g., miR-15a, miR-16, and miR-34a) in drug-resistant MPM cell lines is
associated with anti-apoptotic signalling pathways that facilitate MPM drug resistance,
and that a restoration of these miRNAs is capable of sensitising MPM to chemotherapy
drug treatment [36]. This concept was also demonstrated in another of our previous stud-
ies, whereby artificial restoration of miR-16-5p in vivo and in vitro impeded MPM cell
proliferation and tumour growth, and sensitised them to chemotherapy drug treatment
with pemetrexed and gemcitabine [37]. This result provided the supportive foundation
for our follow-up phase I clinical trial, MesomiR-1; the first and only in-human miRNA
study to date, which investigated the safety and optimal dose of a miR-16-based mimic
delivered via anti-EGFR antibody-targeted bacterial minicells, dubbed TargomiRs. Results
generated from this trial validated the safety of the treatment in all 27 patients, with one
patient exhibiting an objective response [38] and stable disease in a further 15 patients [39].
Whilst these results are promising, further investigation into miRNAs in combination with
other anti-cancer/sensitising agents is warranted to improve the efficacy of chemotherapy
for MPM.

We have previously shown that miRNAs that are associated with the FAK pathway
are able to enhance MPM response to FAK small molecule inhibitor treatment with PND-
1186, albeit with a broad spectrum of sensitivity across a range of MPM cell lines [40].
Additionally, we demonstrated in vitro differences in response to the small molecule sup-
pressor of survivin, YM155, that were subsequently replicated in an in vivo tumour model.
The YM155-resistant MPM cells (MSTO-211H) exhibited reduced intracellular drug con-
centrations in comparison to YM155-sensitive MPM cells (H226); however, there was no
correlation with drug transporters [41]. Furthermore, xenografts derived from the YM155-
resistant MPM cells showed no growth inhibition by YM155 during treatment. The purpose
of this current study was to assess whether miRNA replacement in MPM cell lines has the
capacity to enhance MPM cell response to chemotherapy drug treatment, as well as the
survivin small molecule inhibitor (YM155) or FAK inhibitor (PND-1186) targeting agents.
We therefore selected miRNAs that have previously been reported to contribute to MPM
chemotherapy and small molecule inhibitor drug response by other researchers and from
our previously published papers [35,36,42]. Our selection of MPM cell lines for this current
study included the previously untested FAK small molecule inhibitor (PND-1186)-resistant
MPM cell line, VMC23, and the survivin small molecule inhibitor (YM155)-resistant MPM
cell line, MSTO-211H, which were utilized to facilitate an assessment of whether miRNA re-
placement is capable of enhancing MPM cell response to FAK and survivin small molecule
inhibitor treatment, respectively. Additionally, we sought to investigate whether the dif-
fering MPM cell response to survivin small molecule inhibitor treatment with YM155 (as
previously established for MSTO-211H and H226) is associated with MPM cell-related
exosome production and/or aberrant survivin-related gene expression.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Chemicals and Reagents

PND-1186 and YM155 (Sepantronium Bromide) were purchased from Selleck Chemi-
cals. TRIzol was purchased from Life Technologies (Carlsbad, CA, USA). Cisplatin was
purchased from McFarlane Medical & Scientific Pty Ltd. (Sydney, Australia) Gemcitabine
was purchased from Eli Lilly and Company (Sydney, Australia)

2.2. Cell Culture

Five MPM cell lines (H2052, H2452, H28, H226 and MSTO) and the immortalised
mesothelial cell line, MeT-5A, were obtained from American Type Culture Collection
(ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA). The primary mesothelioma cell line, MM05, was generated
at the University of Queensland Thoracic Research Centre (The Prince Charles Hospital,
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Brisbane), and Ren cells [43] were provided by Laura Moro of the University of Piemonte
Orientale A. Avogadro, Novara, Italy. The VMC20, VMC23 and VMC40 MPM cells were
kindly provided by Dr Michael Grush from the Medical University of Vienna. All cell
lines were maintained in RPMI medium supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (Life
Technologies) at 37 ◦C, 95% humidity and 5% CO2.

2.3. MiRNA and SiRNA Transfection

Specific miRNA mimic candidates (Table S1) were selected for testing in combination
with either YM155, PND-1186 or chemotherapy drug treatment (i.e., cisplatin and gem-
citabine) on the basis of our preliminary target scan analysis of miRNAs corresponding
to survivin gene family members (Figure S1), previously studied miRNAs in relation to
FAK inhibitor drug response in MPM [40] and miRNAs that have previously been reported
to play a role in chemotherapy drug response in MPM [35,36,42]. Additionally, siRNAs
specific for the ABCA6 and ABCA10 genes were selected to investigate their involvement in
MPM cell response to YM155 treatment (Table S2). All miRNA mimics and siRNAs were
purchased from Shanghai GenePharma, and transfection reagents were purchased from
Life Technologies. A reverse transfection of the different miRNA mimics (1 nM) (includ-
ing an inactive in-house miRNA control mimic [44]) or siRNAs (5 nM), was performed
following seeding of the MPM cells at a density of 2500 cells in 100 µL medium per well.
Lipofectamine RNAiMax (LRM), at a concentration suggested by the manufacturer’s user
manual, was utilized to introduce the miRNAs or siRNAs into the MPM cell lines.

2.4. Reverse Transcription and Quantitative Real Time PCR (RT-qPCR) Quantification

Total RNA was extracted from the MPM and MeT-5A cell lines using Trizol reagent
(Life Technologies) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Reverse transcription
(RT) reactions were performed using 200 ng of total RNA with an MMLV first strand
cDNA kit (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The
expression of the IAP and drug transporter (ABCB1, ABCG2, ABCA6, ABCA10, BIRC5,
OCT1, MRP1, IAP2, ILF3 and XIAP) mRNA was determined by quantitative real time PCR
(RT-qPCR) using KAPA SYBR® FAST reagents (Sigma, Cape Town, SA, USA) and the Viia7
qPCR System (ABI QuantStudioTM Real-Time PCR Software v.1.1). Probe Design software
(Roche Diagnostics Australia) was used for designing PCR primers (Table S3). 18S was
used as a reference gene. mRNA expression was presented as fold change, relative to the
mRNA expression of the MeT-5A cells, for each tested cell line. Relative quantification was
performed as described previously [45].

Following a 24 h incubation period after miRNA mimic transfection of the MSTO-
211H and VMC23 cells, total RNA was extracted using Trizol reagent (Life Technologies)
according to the manufacturer’s protocol. For miRNA quantification experiments, RT
reactions were performed using 50 ng of total RNA with a TaqMan microRNA reverse
transcription kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Vilnius, LT, USA) in accordance with the man-
ufacturer’s protocol. The miRNA expression was determined by RT-qPCR using KAPA
PROBE FAST (Sigma, Cape Town, SA, USA) and miRNA-specific TaqMan assay (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Pleasanton, CA, USA) reagents (Table S1) using the Viia7 qPCR system
(ABI QuantStudioTM Real-Time PCR Software v.1.1). RNU6B was used as an endogenous
control. Post-transfection miRNA expression was calculated as fold change, relative to the
miRNA expression of the untransfected control MSTO-211H and VMC23 cells, for each
tested miRNA mimic. BIRC5 (survivin) and PTK2 (FAK) RT and RT-qPCR quantification
was carried out on the miRNA-transfected MSTO-211H and VMC23 cells using the MMLV
cDNA kit and KAPA SYBR® FAST methods, respectively, as described above. BIRC5 and
PTK2 mRNA expression was determined as fold change, relative to the mRNA expression
of the untransfected control cells, for each tested miRNA mimic.
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2.5. Immunohistochemical Analyses of Survivin and FAK Expression in MiRNA-Transfected
MPM Cells

Following a 24 h incubation period after miRNA mimic transfection of the MSTO-
211H and VMC23 cells, the cells were fixed in 10% formalin and processed into paraffin-
embedded cell blocks. The cell blocks were prepared as 5 µm sections and deparaffinized
in three changes of xylene (3 min each), followed by three changes of 100% ethanol (3 min
each) and three changes of 70% ethanol (3 min each). The sections were incubated with
a citrate buffer (10 mM, PH = 6) for 1 h at 86 ◦C and then stained with either anti-FAK
(1:100, Abcam) or anti-survivin (1:500, Abcam) antibodies overnight at 4 ◦C. The sections
were then subjected to 150 µL of secondary antibody (VECTASTAIN® Elite ABC Kit,
rabbit, 1:200) for 60 min at room temperature, followed by Avidin-Biotin Complex (ABC,
VECTASTAIN® Elite ABC Kit) for 30 min. Visualization of cells with bound primary
antibody was performed by exposing them to diaminobenzidine chromogenic (DAB)
substrate for 1 min, followed by counterstaining with 10% hematoxylin for 3 min. All slides
were mounted with coverslip and air dried overnight before imaging with a ZEISS Axio.M2
microscope with the 20× objective lens.

2.6. Drug Treatment and Proliferation Assay

MPM cell response to drug treatment was assessed by the Alamar Blue cell death
assay in 96-well plates with various concentrations of chemotherapeutic drugs and small
molecule inhibitors. Briefly, following a 24 h incubation period after miRNA or siRNA
transfection, cells were treated with a medium containing various drug concentrations
of either cisplatin, gemcitabine, PND-1186 or YM155. In addition to the chemotherapy
drugs and small molecule inhibitors, the exosome inhibitor, GW4869, was added to study
the MPM drug response in relation to exosome inhibition. Following drug treatment, the
cells were incubated for 72 h. Alamar Blue was prepared as previously described [46];
filter-sterilised and stored at 4 ◦C in the dark. Following the 72 h incubation, Alamar Blue
was added (1:10) to the cells and incubated for 4 h at 37 ◦C. Fluorescence intensity was
measured at 590–10 nm with 544 nm excitation, using a FLUOstar Optima plate reader
(BMG LabTech, Ortenberg, Germany). Fluorescence intensity was presented as a percentage
of intensity with respect to the untreated control cells. The untreated control cells were
normalized to a cell viability of 100% to account for any cell viability loss induced by the
miRNA or siRNA pre-treatment prior to carrying out drug IC50 calculations (the inhibitory
concentration at which 50% cell viability is lost). Experiments involving human cell lines
were performed 3 times with 3 replicates each time.

2.7. Exosome Isolation

2 × 106 MPM cells were seeded in a T75 flask with 10 mL growth media (containing
10% exosome depleted FCS). At 48 h post cell seeding, 10 mL of conditioned media was
collected from each MPM cell line. Exosomes were isolated according to the manufacturer’s
instruction using a total exosome isolation kit (Invitrogen, Cat. Number 4478359). Exosome
protein analysis was performed using the Bradford assay.

2.8. Statistical Analysis and Drug IC50 Modelling

To assess the statistical significance between the miRNA mimic-treated MPM cell
proliferation and the inactive miRNA control mimic-treated MPM cell proliferation, the fol-
lowing method was applied as previously described [46]. MPM cell responses to treatment
were modelled using a sigmoid function [47]. Briefly, the sigmoid function used to predict
MPM cell proliferation, y, was:

y = A + (B− A) ∗ 1(
1 + exp

(
(xmid+xshi f t−x)

scale

))
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In the above formula, A is the left asymptote (MPM cell response at drug treatment
concentration of 0), B is the right asymptote (MPM cell response at highest drug treatment
concentration), xmid is the transition point (IC50) of the miRNA control mimic-treated
MPM cells (one component model), xmid + xshi f t is the transition point (IC50) for the
miRNA mimic-treated MPM cells (two component model), scale is an x-axis scale parameter
impacting slope of the transition, and x is log10 of the drug treatment concentration (thus
rendering the curve symmetrical and suitable for modelling using log-likelihood). The
best fitting parameters for a given model were determined by the maximum log likelihood
method, using the optimx package [48] in R [49]. The likelihood ratio test was used to
compare two competing models where the models are nested (i.e., the one component
model is obtained from the two component model by removing the xshi f t parameter). The
chi-squared statistic was used to determine whether the improvement of fit for the two
component model over the one component model is statistically significant (p-value < 0.05),
using the following formulae for chi-squared value and degrees of freedom:

X2
di f f erence_in_models = X2

2_component_model − X2
1_component_model

d f di f f erence_in_models = d f2_component_model − d f1_component_model

IC50 was calculated as the sigmoidal transition point resulting from the two compo-
nent model having the best fit (lowest p-value). Fold change was calculated as the control’s
IC50 divided by the drug’s IC50. The one component model (without the xshift parameter)
was used to calculate the IC50′s for the siRNA-treated VMC23 MPM cells. IC50 standard
deviation was calculated as the standard deviation of the transition points for each experi-
ment modelled individually as a sigmoid function, as shown in detail in the R code text
file (Figure S2). To determine whether up- or downregulated mRNA expression levels
of genes or exosome production levels in the MPM cell lines were statistically significant
in comparison to the non-malignant MeT-5A mesothelial control cell line, the Welch Two
Sample t-test in R was used. Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient implemented
in the R cor.test function was used to determine whether there was a correlation between
gene expression (mRNA) and the IC50 for each MPM cell line, as shown in detail in the R
code text file (Figure S2).

3. Results
3.1. MicroRNA Restoration Sensitizes MPM Cells to FAK Inhibitor (PND-1186) and Survivin
Inhibitor (YM155) Treatment

In this study we determined whether miRNAs have the capacity to sensitise MPM
cells to treatment with cisplatin and gemcitabine chemotherapy drugs, FAK small molecule
inhibitor treatment with PND-1186, and survivin small molecule inhibitor treatment with
YM155. All tested miRNA mimics induced a statistically significant increase in miRNA
expression in the MSTO-211H cells (with respect to the untransfected control cells) follow-
ing miRNA transfection (Figure S3A). Our results demonstrated that four of the tested
miRNAs (miR-145-3p, miR-15a-5p, miR-16-5p, and miR34b-3p) increased MSTO-211H
sensitivity to chemotherapy drug treatment with cisplatin by 3-fold or more compared to
the inactive miRNA control mimic (Figure 1A; Table 1 and Table S4). The other tested miR-
NAs (miR-486-5p, miR-31-3p, miR-31-5p, miR-145-5p, and miR-34a-5p) exhibited a modest
increase in MSTO-211H sensitivity to cisplatin treatment by less than 2-fold (Figure 1A;
Tables 1 and S4). Three of the tested miRNAs (miR-16-5p, miR34a-5p, and miR-34b-3p)
were found to induce an increased MSTO-211H sensitivity to chemotherapy drug treat-
ment with gemcitabine by 2-fold or more with respect to the inactive miRNA control
mimic (Figure 1B; Tables 1 and S4). Two of the miRNAs (miR-145-3p and miR-15a-5p)
induced a modest increase in MSTO-211H cell sensitivity to gemcitabine treatment and
the remaining four miRNAs (miR-486-5p, miR-31-3p, miR-145-5p, and miR-31-5p) showed
no increase in MSTO-211H sensitivity to gemcitabine treatment (Figure 1B; Tables 1 and
S4). We tested a range of miRNAs that contribute to the survivin pathway to explore
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their involvement in MPM cell response to the survivin small molecule inhibitor, YM155
(Figure S1). All of the tested miRNA mimics induced an evident decrease in survivin
mRNA (BIRC5) and survivin protein expression in the MSTO-211H cells, with respect
to the untransfected control cells, following miRNA transfection (Figure 2A) (Five of the
tested miRNAs (miR-222-3p, miR-148a-3p, miR-193a-3p, miR-192-5p, and miR-214-3p)
induced an increased MSTO-211H cell sensitivity to YM155 treatment with respect to the
inactive miRNA control mimic (Figure 1C; Tables 1 and S4). In particular, miR-148a-3p
and miR-193a-3p increased MSTO-211H sensitivity to YM155 treatment by more than
5-fold, whereas miR-222-3p, miR-192-5p and miR-214-3p induced a modest increase in
MSTO-211H sensitivity to YM155 treatment by less than 2-fold (Table 1). The three other
tested miRNAs (miR-137-3p, miR-142-5p and miR-122-5p) did not enhance MSTO-211H
sensitivity to YM155 treatment (Figure 1C; Tables 1 and S4). Additionally, we investigated
miRNA candidates in relation to MPM cell response to FAK inhibitor (PND-1186) treatment
using the previously untested FAK small molecule inhibitor-resistant VMC23 MPM cell
line. All tested miRNA mimics induced a statistically significant increase in miRNA expres-
sion in the VMC23 cells, with respect to the untransfected control cells, following miRNA
transfection (Figure S3B). The VMC23 cells exhibited an increased sensitivity to PND-1186
for four of the tested miRNAs (miR-17-5p, miR-221-3p, miR-222-3p, and miR-193a-3p) in
comparison to the inactive miRNA control mimic (Figure 1D, Tables 1 and S4), which was
associated with a modest decrease in FAK mRNA (PTK2) expression (with the exception of
miR-17-5p), with respect to the untransfected control cells; albeit a decrease in FAK protein
expression was less apparent (Figure 2B). Pre-treatment with miR-222-3p and miR-193a-3p
in particular, induced a 12-fold and 10-fold increase in VMC23 cell sensitivity to PND-1186
treatment in comparison to the inactive miRNA control mimic, respectively (Table 1). The
other two tested miRNAs (miR-137-3p and miR-148a-3p) did not enhance VMC23 cell
sensitivity to PND-1186 treatment (Figure 1D, Tables 1 and S4) and did not induce an
evident reduction in the FAK mRNA (PTK2) and FAK protein expression, with respect to
the untransfected control cells, following miRNA transfection (Figure 2B).

Table 1. IC50 values and fold change increase in MPM cell sensitivity to chemotherapy/small
molecule inhibitor drug treatment following miRNA transfection pre-treatment of MPM cells.

MicroRNA

PND-1186 YM155 Cisplatin Gemcitabine

IC50 (µM)
Fold

Change in
Sensitivity

IC50 (nM)
Fold

Change in
Sensitivity

IC50 (µM)
Fold

Change in
Sensitivity

IC50 (µM)
Fold

Change in
Sensitivity

Control
mimic 1.06 ± 0.60 - 117.10 ± 29.67 - 4.15 ± 0.35 - 0.24 ± 0.04 -

miR-17-5p 0.43 ± 0.02 2.47 - - - - - -

miR-221-3p 0.20 ± 0.05 5.30 - - - - - -

miR-222-3p 0.09 ± 0.03 11.78 89.36 ± 5.26 1.31 - - - -

miR-137-3p 1.06 ± 0.30 1.00 171.75 ± 2.55 0.68 - - - -

miR-148a-3p 0.83 ± 0.22 1.28 18.50 ± 4.68 6.33 - - - -

miR-193a-3p 0.11 ± 0.06 9.64 20.97 ± 5.29 5.58 - - - -

miR-142-5p - - 137.84 ± 4.91 0.85 - - - -

miR-192-5p - - 67.94 ± 7.76 1.72 - - - -

miR-122-5p - - 131.18 ± 3.88 0.89 - - - -

miR-214-3p - - 76.73 ± 9.62 1.53 - - - -

miR-486-5p - - - - 3.63 ± 0.48 1.18 0.26 ± 0.01 0.92

miR-31-3p - - - - 3.07 ± 0.25 1.39 0.26 ± 0.03 0.92

miR-31-5p - - - - 3.92 ± 0.12 1.09 0.28 ± 0.03 0.86
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Table 1. Cont.

MicroRNA

PND-1186 YM155 Cisplatin Gemcitabine

IC50 (µM)
Fold

Change in
Sensitivity

IC50 (nM)
Fold

Change in
Sensitivity

IC50 (µM)
Fold

Change in
Sensitivity

IC50 (µM)
Fold

Change in
Sensitivity

miR-145-3p - - - - 1.35 ± 0.14 3.16 0.21 ± 0.05 1.14

miR-145-5p - - - - 3.29 ± 0.11 1.30 0.25 ± 0.01 0.96

miR-15a-5p - - - - 1.43 ± 0.20 2.99 0.15 ± 0.02 1.60

miR-16-5p - - - - 0.86 ± 0.18 4.79 0.09 ± 0.0005 2.67

miR-34a-5p - - - - 3.33 ± 0.13 1.28 0.12 ± 0.05 2.00

miR-34b-3p - - - - 1.37 ± 0.22 3.12 0.11 ± 0.01 2.18

Note—IC50 values presented in the table were derived by taking the average of three IC50 values determined from
experimental triplicates and are reported as IC50 value ± SD. MiRNAs that were not tested for each drug (i.e., no
IC50 value was obtained) are indicated with (-). Fold change in sensitivity was determined with respect to the
miRNA control mimic for each tested drug.
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Figure 1. Dose response curves depicting an enhanced MPM cell sensitivity to drug treatment with
(A) cisplatin, (B) gemcitabine, (C) YM155 and (D) PND-1186, following transfection with various
miRNAs (1 nM). The FAK inhibitor-resistant VMC23 cell line was used for all experiments involving
PND-1186 treatment. The chemotherapy drug and survivin small molecule inhibitor-resistant MSTO-
211H cell line was used for all experiments involving cisplatin, gemcitabine and YM155 treatment.
All dose responses are shown with respect to the miRNA control mimic. Error bars represent the
mean ± SD, as determined from three experimental replicates per tested drug concentration.
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Figure 2. Graphs depicting the fold change in expression of (A) BIRC5 (survivin) and (B) PTK2
(FAK) mRNA levels following 24 h of 1 nM miRNA transfection of MSTO-211H and VMC23 cells,
respectively. The BIRC5 and PTK2 mRNA levels were quantified via RT-PCR with respect to the
untransfected control cells (normalised to a value of 1). Error bars represent the mean ± SD, as
determined from three experimental replicates. Statistically significant fold changes in expression
were determined via a Student’s t-test, whereby a p-value of≤0.05,≤0.0005 and≤0.00005 is indicated
on the graphs as *, ***, and ****, respectively. Representative images of IHC stained cells are shown for
MSTO-211H post-miR-222-3p transfection and VMC23 post-miR-221-3p transfection in comparison to
their respective untransfected controls. Survivin/FAK-positive (brown) and -negative (purple) cells
are indicated with black and red arrows, respectively. Images were captured with a ZEISS Axio.M2
microscope with 20× objective.
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3.2. MicroRNA Variably Sensitizes MPM Cells to Survivin Inhibitor (YM155) Treatment and Is
Unrelated to Exosome Involvement

Mechanisms of MPM response to chemotherapy drug and FAK (PND-1186) small
molecule inhibitor treatment were studied in our previous papers [36,40]. In this study,
we particularly focused on studying the mechanisms that contribute to MPM response to
survivin small molecule inhibitor treatment (YM155). We first surveyed MPM cell response
to YM155 treatment using a variety of MPM cell lines and the non-malignant MeT-5A
mesothelial cell line control. This revealed that the MPM cell lines exhibit a broad spectrum
of responses following treatment with the YM155 small molecule inhibitor; with some
MPM cell lines exhibiting a greater sensitivity to YM155 treatment than others (Figure 3A),
and with IC50′s ranging from 1 nM (Ren) to 300 nM (MM05).
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Figure 3. Graphs depicting (A) MPM cell response to increasing concentrations of YM155 treatment;
(B) quantified levels of exosome production in conditioned medium obtained from MPM cell cul-
tures, with and without exosome inhibitor (GW4869), determined using an exosome prep kit; and
(C) MSTO-211H response to increasing concentrations of YM155 following pre-treatment of MSTO-
211H cells with the GW4896 exosome inhibitor, with respect to MSTO-211H cells not pre-treated with
GW4896. Error bars represent the mean ± SD, as determined from three experimental replicates.
Statistically significant differences in exosome production between MPM cells treated with and
without exosome inhibitor (GW4869) are indicated with a single asterisk (*) for a p-value of ≤0.05
and with a double asterisk (**) for a p-value of ≤0.01.

We assessed whether exosome production potentially contributes to this variable
MPM cell response to survivin small molecule inhibitor treatment by collecting conditioned
media from a range of cultured MPM cell lines and performing a subsequent exosome prep
and quantification analysis. Our results show that all tested MPM cell lines secreted a higher
level of exosomes in comparison to the non-malignant Met-5A mesothelial cell control and
that there was a statistically significant reduction in exosome secretion following treatment
with the GW4896 exosome inhibitor for all tested MPM cell lines, with the exception of H28
and MSTO-211H (Figure 3B). Additionally, it was determined that some of the tested MPM
cell lines (MSTO-211H, H2052, MM05, VMC20, VMC23 and VMC40) secreted relatively
higher levels of exosomes than others (H28 and H226) (Figure 3B). The YM155-resistant
MSTO-211H cell line was selected for a subsequent experiment to determine whether the
GW4896-induced suppression of exosome production could potentially enhance sensitivity
of the MSTO-211H cells to YM155 small molecule inhibitor treatment. Pre-treating the
MSTO-211H cells with the exosome inhibitor, GW4896, did not result in a statistically
significant difference in sensitivity to YM155 treatment in comparison to the untreated
control MSTO-211H cells (Figure 3C; p-value = 1).

3.3. Drug Transport-Related Genetic Alterations Contribute to MPM Cell Response to Survivin
Inhibitor (YM155) Treatment

Upon establishing that there was no evident link between exosome secretion and MPM
sensitivity to YM155 small molecule inhibitor treatment, we alternatively suspected that
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survivin-related gene expression may play a role. To determine whether survivin-related
genetic alterations play a role in small molecule inhibitor drug response in MPM, we
examined the gene expression levels of the IAP family members, including transporters
involved in the cellular uptake and efflux of drug molecules, and correlated their expression
with MPM cell response to YM155 small molecule inhibitor treatment. In particular, we
assessed the expression of BIRC5, XIAP, IAP1 and IAP2 members of the IAP gene family; the
drug-transporting ABC transporters, MDR1 (ABCB1), MRP1 (ABCC1) and BCRP (ABCG2);
the uptake transporters, OCT1 (SLC22A1); and the survivin regulator, ILF3 (ILF3). Upon
conducting qPCR analyses to examine the mRNA levels of these genes in MPM cell lines,
our data indicated that MDR1 (ABCB1) and IAP2 (genes known to mediate drug transport
and anti-apoptosis [21,50], respectively) are consistently upregulated in the tested MPM
cell lines in comparison to the non-malignant mesothelial MeT-5A control (Figure 4A).
The IAP2 and MDR1 (ABCB1) mRNA levels were found to be approximately 30- to 503-
fold and 14- to 11,897-fold higher than the MeT-5A control, respectively, (Table S5); albeit
only IAP2 upregulation was determined to be statistically significant (Table S6; Welch
Two Sample t-test p-value = 0.02598). In contrast, OCT1 (SLC22A1), BCRP (ABCG2),
and BIRC5 mRNA levels were found to be less than 1-fold for the majority of tested
MPM cell lines with respect to the MeT-5A control (Table S5), attributing to a statistically
significant downregulation (Table S6; Welch Two Sample t-test p-value = 0.00819, 0.00829,
and 4.386 × 10−6, respectively). There was no evident correlation between the up- or
downregulated expression of these genes and MPM cell response to YM155 treatment
(Pearson’s correlation coefficient p-value > 0.05 for each gene).

We examined the gene expression of two drug transporter genes, ABCA6 and ABCA10,
in the MPM cells. The qPCR data revealed that ABCA6 and ABCA10 are upregulated
in the majority of tested MPM cell lines with respect to the non-malignant mesothelial
MeT-5A cell control (Figure 4B). ABCA6 and ABCA10 mRNA levels were found to range
from below 2-fold to more than 200-fold higher in comparison to the MeT-5A control
for all tested MPM cell lines, with the exception of H226, Ren and VMC40 (Table S5).
There was a strong correlation between the fold-change in expression of ABCA6 and
MPM cell response (IC50) to small molecule inhibitor treatment with YM155 (Figure 3A;
Pearson’s correlation coefficient = 0.61, p-value = 0.00247). There was an even stronger
correlation between the fold-change in expression of ABCA10 and MPM cell response
(IC50) to small molecule inhibitor treatment with YM155 (Figure 3A; Pearson’s correlation
coefficient = 0.91, p-value = 5.804 × 10−9). The greater the increased expression of ABCA6
or ABCA10, the greater the MPM cell line’s resistance to YM155 treatment. Furthermore,
we showed that siRNA treatment of the drug-resistant MSTO-211H cell line induced a
reduction in the expression of the ABCA6 and ABCA10 genes (Figure S4), which was associ-
ated with a notable sensitisation of the MSTO-211H cells to YM155 treatment (Figure 4C,D).
The siRNA treatments with either si-ABCA6-02 or si-ABCA10-02 induced a statistically
significant sensitisation of the MSTO-211H cells to YM155 treatment in comparison to
the inactive miRNA control mimic-treated cells, whereas treatment with si-ABCA6-01 or
si-ABCA10-01 did not (Table S7).

The microRNAs that could potentially interact with 3′UTR of mRNA corresponding
to genes XIAP, ABCA6, ABCA10 and BIRC5 (Figure S1) were studied. Our results indicated
that almost all of the selected aforementioned gene-related miRNAs are able to induce
MPM cell sensitivity to YM155 in a resistant cell line (MSTO-211H) (Figure 1C). In partic-
ular, the restoration of miR-148a-3p and miR-193a-3p induced the greatest sensitivity to
YM155 treatment, correlating to reduced YM155 IC50 values of approximately 19 nM and
21 nM (with respect to the inactive miRNA control mimic IC50 of approximately 117 nM),
respectively (Table 1). Collectively, these results support the potential utility of miRNA to
sensitise MPM cells to survivin small molecule inhibitor treatment.
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Figure 4. Graphs depicting (A) mRNA expression levels corresponding to genes known to play a
role in chemotherapy drug resistance, relative to the non-malignant MeT-5A control, as determined
via qPCR analysis on a range of MPM cell lines; (B) mRNA levels corresponding to the ABCA6 and
ABCA10 genes, relative to the non-malignant MeT-5A control, as determined via qPCR analysis
on a range of MPM cell lines; MSTO-211H growth response to increasing concentrations of YM155
following silencing of the (C) ABCA6 and (D) ABCA10 genes. The dose response curves of the siRNA-
treated cells are shown with respect to the untreated miRNA control mimic. Error bars represent the
mean ± SD, as determined from three experimental replicates.

4. Discussion

The treatment of mesothelioma in the clinical setting is associated with poor prognosis.
Only about 40% of patients diagnosed with this aggressive thoracic cancer respond to
the gold standard first-line chemotherapy treatment regimen involving a combination
of cisplatin and pemetrexed [3,4]. This is attributed to MPM being notoriously chemo-
resistant and consequently results in a poor median patient survival of 12–18 following
diagnosis [1,2]. It has been suggested that MPM tumour resistance to chemotherapy drugs
is complex and multi-faceted and studies are yet to completely determine the precise intrin-
sic cellular mechanisms that mediate MPM drug resistance. Survivin over-expression, loss
of tumour-suppressor miRNA and exosome involvement are known to contribute to drug
resistance for a number of cancer types [20,51,52]. However, whether these factors con-
tribute to chemotherapy and/or small molecule inhibitor drug-resistance in MPM remains
to be elucidated. Therefore, in this study we investigated the role of survivin, exosomes
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and tumour-suppressor miRNAs in relation to MPM cell response to chemotherapy and
small molecule inhibitor targeting agents.

Loss of tumour-suppressor miRNA expression is a frequently reported occurrence
in MPM [34,53,54], however their contribution to chemotherapy drug response in MPM
has been scarcely explored [36,37]. Our results demonstrated a modest enhancement of
MPM cell sensitivity to chemotherapy drug treatment with cisplatin and gemcitabine
upon restoring tumour-suppressor miRNA expression in the drug-resistant MPM cell line,
MSTO-211H (Figure 1A,B). These results are concordant with other studies indicating an
enhanced tumour cell sensitivity following tumour-suppressor miRNA restoration [55,56]
and collectively suggest that a loss of tumour-suppressor miRNA expression contributes
to MPM response to chemotherapy drug treatment. In our study, some (but not all) of
the tested miRNAs were found to induce an enhanced sensitivity to chemotherapy drug
treatment. We found that MPM cell sensitivity to cisplatin or gemcitabine was enhanced
by pre-treatment with miR-145-3p, miR-15a-5p, miR16-5p, miR-34b-3p or miR-34a-5p
(Figure 1A,B; Table 1). For other miRNAs, we observed a modest reduction in MPM cell
sensitivity, which indicates that in the case of MPM, the expression of certain miRNAs may
in fact promote MPM resistance to chemotherapy. For example, our data demonstrated that
miR-31-3p and miR-31-5p restoration induced a modest reduction in MPM cell sensitivity
to gemcitabine (Figure 1B; Table 1). This result is concordant with the findings of a study
by Moody et al., which reported that restoration of miR-31 in an MPM cell line correlates
with increased chemoresistance; thus suggesting that certain miRNA loss in MPM may
actually promote a beneficial chemosensitive response [5].

In many cancers (including MPM), FAK over-expression has been linked to aggressive
tumour behaviour, tumour survival and progression [57–60]. In this current study, an
enhanced MPM cell sensitivity to the FAK inhibitor drug, PND-1186, was observed follow-
ing miRNA restoration for all tested miRNAs and sensitivity was an order of magnitude
higher for two of the tested miRNAs (miR-222-3p and miR-193a-3p) (Figure 1D; Table 1).
This data suggests that FAK over-expression and a dysregulation of miRNA expression
in MPM may be linked and thus, collectively contribute to MPM chemotherapy drug
response. This finding is consistent with recently published data whereby the restoration
of several miRNAs known to be downregulated in MPM, induced an enhanced MPM cell
sensitivity to FAK inhibitor treatment with PND-1186 [40]. Despite this, the use of FAK
inhibitors in clinical trials has demonstrated modest efficacy in MPM patients in terms
of promoting an improved progression-free survival (PFS) and disease stabilisation; only
exhibiting an objective response in patients with Merlin-negative tumours [61,62]. Our
findings from this current study suggests that a treatment regimen involving replacement
of the downregulated miRNAs with functional miRNA mimics may potentially be the
key to further sensitise MPM tumours to FAK inhibitor treatment and warrants further
investigation in prospective preclinical and clinical studies of MPM.

Survivin is an attractive potential target for cancer therapies because it is rarely ex-
pressed in normal cells but remarkably upregulated in several types of cancers. YM155
is a selective small molecule inhibitor of survivin transcription that exhibits potent anti-
tumor activity by inducing apoptosis and autophagy in various types of cancer, as well
as enhancing the anti-tumour and anti-angiogenic effects of chemotherapy drugs such
as cisplatin [63–65]. In this present study we demonstrated that YM155 exhibits a broad
spectrum of cytotoxic activity across all tested 11 MPM cell lines (Figure 3A) and that
MPM cell sensitivity to YM155 treatment is enhanced upon tumour-suppressor miRNA
restoration (particularly for miR-148a-3p and miR-193a-3p) (Figure 1C; Table 1). Survivin
expression is regulated by miRNAs that target the 3′-UTR of survivin mRNA [66]. In MPM,
many of these survivin-regulating miRNAs are downregulated; such as miR-16, miR-203,
miR-218 and miR-34a [67]. This reinforces that both a loss of tumour-suppressor miRNAs
and survivin over-expression collectively contribute to drug resistance in MPM. Therefore,
the potential development of combinational therapies involving the use of small molecule
inhibitors of survivin, in combination with miRNA replacement is a strategy that warrants
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investigation as a potential treatment option for MPM. Additional in vitro and in vivo
studies will be needed to assess whether a miRNA-small molecule inhibitor and chemother-
apy drug combination approach will improve treatment efficacy for MPM. This treatment
strategy has already been explored in preclinical investigations for other cancer types, such
as ovarian cancer, and has shown promising efficacy [68]. Consistent with these previous
in vivo studies, we previously showed that YM155 significantly impeded in vivo tumour
growth during the treatment period of the H226-derived tumour-bearing mice. However,
this anti-tumour effect was not sustained once treatment was ceased [41]. Collectively, these
results highlight YM155′s potential for treatment of MPM. However, it will be necessary to
explore other treatment options in combination with YM155 to potentially induce a more
enduring anti-tumour effect that extends beyond the active treatment period. Other studies
have demonstrated good efficacy of YM155 treatment in combination with chemotherapy
for other cancer types, such as retinoblastoma [69], as well as a favourable safety profile in
non-small cell lung cancer patients treated with YM155 in combination with carboplatin
and paclitaxel [70]. Findings from our current study indicate that a prospective in vivo
study exploring a YM155 an-edited

d miRNA combinational treatment approach on MPM tumour-bearing mice is greatly
warranted.

Exosomes have been widely reported to play a key role in chemotherapy drug resis-
tance for a range of cancer types [20] and their possible involvement in MPM chemotherapy
resistance has so far been overlooked. Our results indicated that all tested MPM cell lines
showed a higher level of exosome production in comparison to the normal mesothelial,
MeT-5A cell control (Figure 2B). This finding is in agreement with previous studies re-
porting exosome-rich pleural fluid derived from MPM patients [71,72], as well as a study
conducted by Creaney et al., which established that MPM cells secrete higher levels of
exosome-related proteins compared to non-malignant mesothelial cells [18]. Furthermore,
our study revealed YM155-resistant MSTO-211H cells exhibit a higher level of exosome
production in comparison to the YM155-sensitive H226 cells and that there was an evident
suppression of exosome production for both of these cell lines following treatment with
the GW4869 exosome inhibitor (Figure 3B). This result is in agreement with findings of
a previous study by Munson et al., which reported that MPM cell secretion of tumour
suppressor miRNA-rich exosomes was associated with enhanced tumorigenic capacity.
This was confirmed upon inhibiting the MPM cell-mediated secretion of miR-16-5p-rich
exosomes, which subsequently reduced tumorigenic capacity of the MPM cells [73]. In
our study however, the subsequent treatment of the MSTO-211H cells with an exosome
inhibitor did not sensitise them to YM155 treatment, therefore suggesting that MPM exo-
some production does not play a direct role in survivin-related small molecule inhibitor
resistance in MPM.

To determine the mechanism associated with variable MPM cell drug response, as
established from our in vitro and in vivo results for MSTO-211H and H226, we investigated
the expression levels of a number of genes known to mediate anti-apoptosis (i.e., IAP gene
family) and survivin-related drug uptake/transporter genes that are known to mediate
drug resistance in other cancer types [74–76]. Out of all tested genes, there was no evident
association between their expression and MPM cell response to YM155 small molecule
inhibitor treatment (Figure 4A); with the exception of the drug transporter genes, ABCA6
and ABCA10. Both of these genes are members of the ABC transporter gene family, which
are known to contribute to chemotherapy drug resistance in cancer [77–79]. Our results
indicated that both of these genes are over-expressed in a majority of the MPM cell lines in
comparison to non-malignant mesothelial cells (Figure 4B). Furthermore, we showed that
the expression of ABCA6 and ABCA10 is associated with poor MPM cell response to YM155
small molecule inhibitor treatment and silencing of these genes re-sensitises MPM cells
to YM155 small molecule inhibitor treatment (Figure 4C,D), thus indicating a correlation
between survivin expression and the ABCA6/ABCA10 genes and their potential role in
MPM drug response.
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Collectively, the results from our study reinforce our understanding that chemotherapy
and small molecule inhibitor drug response in MPM is complex and multi-faceted. There is
an evident correlation between survivin expression and MPM drug response, however exo-
some production in MPM does not appear to play a direct role in survivin-mediated drug
resistance. Rather, our study indicates that there is a link between the ABC drug transporter
family and MPM response to survivin small molecule inhibitor treatment, which warrants
further exploration in future preclinical studies. Furthermore, our study shows that restora-
tion of tumour suppressor miRNA is able to enhance MPM cell response to chemotherapy
drug and small molecule inhibitor treatment. Hence, prospective investigations aiming
to explore combinational miRNA replacement with chemotherapy drug and/or small
molecule inhibitors as a potential treatment option for MPM is greatly warranted.

5. Conclusions

This study demonstrated that the combination of small molecule inhibitor targeting
agents of survivin and FAK with tumour-suppressor miRNA mimics, constitute promis-
ing efficacy as potential combinational treatment options for MPM that warrants further
investigation. Upon exploring the potential mechanism responsible for variable MPM
cell sensitivity to the survivin small molecule inhibitor, YM155, it was established that
exosome involvement does not appear to be a contributing factor despite a high level
of exosome secretion for most of the tested MPM cell lines. Furthermore, there was no
evident correlation between survivin-related gene expression and MPM response to YM155.
Rather, we determined that there is a potential link between the over-expression of the
drug transporter genes, ABCA6 and ABCA10, and reduced MPM sensitivity to YM155.
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